GOVERNMENT OF ANDHRA PRADESH
FOREST DEPARTMENT

Rc.No.55291/2006/V2 Office of the Prl.Chief Conservator of
Date. 01 -03-07 Forests, Andhra Pradesh Tuljaguda
Complex, MJ Market, Hyderabad

Circular No-1- C/2007
Sri S.K.DAS,IFS
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests

Sub: - Patta Lands – Removal of Red Sanders Trees from Private lands – Further
Revised Instructions issued – Reg.

Ref: - 1. The Prl.CCF Circular 1/2003 (Ref.No.5357/2003/F5 Dt.25.01.03)
2. PCCF, Ref.No.18606/97/F5, Dt.29.4.97.(Circular No.6/97)
3. PCCF Circular No. 1-A/2003 (ref. no. 5357/2003/F5 Dt. 22-04-06)
4. PCCF Circular No. 1-B/2006 (ref. no. 55291/2006/V2 Dt. 11-12-06)

Detailed guidelines were issued in the Circular cited 3rd for the procedure to be adopted
for removal of Red Sander Trees from the patta Lands of the private farmers. Further instructions
were issued in the reference 4th cited for proper check measurement and test checking of the trees
before according felling permission.

It has come to the notice of the PCCF that permits are being issued for transport of Red
Sanders to various suspicious destinations of our Country especially the Border areas. To
regulate the transportation of Red Sanders wood and its products to various suspicious
destinations, the following instructions are issued in continuation to the guidelines already

For movement of Red Sanders Wood to outside the state of AP, the applicant has to furnish
the address and telephone details of the purchaser at the destination, the DFO at the destination
and the trade / industry license number of the purchaser at the destination. The application form
of the applicant along with the recommendations of the DFO and the CF should be forwarded to
the office of the PCCF, who will only issue proceedings for transport of the Red Sanders Wood
to outside the state, after due enquiry on the details of the purchaser and the proposed utilization
of the wood at the destination place. Only after obtaining permission from the PCCF, Form-II
Permits shall be issued to outside the state.

The receipt of the circular instructions should be acknowledged by return of post.

Sd/- S.K.Das
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests.

To
The Conservators of Forests (Territorial, Wildlife and Social Forestry)
Copy to all the Divisional Forest Officers (Territorial, Wildlife and Social Forestry
Copy to all the Special / Additional Principal Chief Conservators of Forests / Chief
Conservators of Forests for information.